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Hello & Welcome to your
july 2020 Astrology Magazine Bumper
Edition.

PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to July. A month when Mars and
Venus are in a sizzling alliance, and Jupiter
and Neptune forge a beautiful spiritual
alliance. This combined energy can lead to
some wonderful connections for some.
However, with five planets in Retrograde
until Mercury goes forwards on the 12th and
the Sun in Cancer in testing oppositions to
Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn in turn, there are
going to be some pinch points and not
everything may power along at the pace we
hope.
One critical juncture can be the Cancer New
Moon of July 20th which is directly opposed
by Saturn. This is probably going to be about
in balancing economic wellbeing with the
need to protect public health around the
ongoing challenge of Covid-19.
Mars also forges a brittle link to Mercury in
the last days of the month which can see
some tense exchanges or differences of
points of view. Mind, the Sun's passage into
Leo on the 22nd also gives us a chance to
embrace the power of its majesty and
energy to reboot our plans and social hopes
and interactions.
Warmest wishes, Patrick

from
the editor...

ALYSSA ARUNDELL

This Month sees a Capricorn
Lunar Eclipse and Mars
storming into Aries.
What can you expect from
this? Patrick shares how this
will affect us, in his deep dive
videos.
You can also delve into your
specific Zodiac Sign to see
what the Month of July holds
for you, in a written and video
format.
This Month you can also
explore the healing powers of
crystals, and how they can
help us within our spiritual
practice.
Please also join me for your
Monthly Tarot Card Reading this Month I explore the Star
Card.
Love Alyssa x
www.patrickarundell.com

JULY LUNAR ECLIPSE IN
CAPRICORN 2020 + ZODIAC SIGN
FORECASTS
The July Lunar Eclipse in Capricorn urges us to balance the
practical with the emotional, but new approaches CAN
help...

MARS IN ARIES 2020 + ZODIAC
SIGN FORECASTS 2020
Mars has powered into Aries, where he will be 'till January
6th 2021. We can be more motivated initially, but the ten
week Retrograde from September and planetary clashes in
August, September, October and December need care...

How Crystals can help us
Crystals are minerals formed underground from multiple
patterns of atoms. A crystal’s appearance depends upon the
natural characteristics of the individual conditions in which it
grows. Crystals vary in size, and can be created over
thousands of years.

Setting intention and
cleansing crystals
The structure of crystals can
be used to invest them with a
kind of memory. This means
that crystals are said to hold
energies. When we hold a
crystal, we can set an
intention for it, for example we
could say; ‘may this crystal
work for my highest good’.
This is what is meant by
setting an intention.There are
many ways to cleanse a
crystal, just like us, crystals
may need some time to
recharge. Sunlight and water
work well for cleansing,
although some crystals such
as selenite cannot be placed
in water as they may dissolve.
Resting a crystal outdoors
can be beneficial to boosting
its vibration.

The purpose of different crystals
Selenite – Selenite is the most abundant crystal, and can be
found in evaporated salt lakes and seas. Spiritually, Selenite
is linked to the energy of the Moon, and can be used the
bridge the gap between our material and spiritual plane of
existence.
Aventurine – Known as the crystal of luck, Aventurine is
said to invite new opportunities into our lives. Spiritually
connected to the Heart Chakra, Aventurine can also help us
to balance and draw in harmony.
Quartz – Quartz is a commonly used crystal which is said
to amplify our goals and intentions. We can also use quartz
crystals to charge other crystals.

Citrine – Citrine is a Yellow crystal belonging to the quartz
family, and is assosiated with the Sun. Spiritually it is linked
to finance and business, so this is an excellent stone to
carry into important meetings, to add an extra sparkle of
good fortune.
Agate – Agate crystal has been used to increase our selfawareness and to dissolve feelings of intense anger. We
can sit in meditation with Agate to improve our feelings of
self-worth.
Tourmaline – Tourmaline has been used for generations as
a talisman of protection. This crystal is said to ward away
negative energies by acting as a metaphysical sponge.
Lapis Lazuli – Lapis Lazuli has been used since Egyptian
times; its blue hues were worn on the eye lids on Pharos of
the past. But this crystal is more than Ancient make-up.
Lapis Lazuli can help us connect to our inner truth, by
working with our Throat Chakra to help us to communicate
our ideals.

Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - july 2020

Aries 21 March - 20 April
Responsibility, whether related to the home or
family, can be a priority. You may have more to
do concerning your job or business and yet find
progress slow. The Lunar Eclipse on July 4th
could be a chance to pare back and find a balance
so that you have more chance to unwind and
recharge.
Mars in your sign can give you extra vitality to
push through any challenges, and once the Sun
enters Leo on the 22nd, you might truly enjoy
being out and about.

Taurus 21 April - 21 May
Are you down-playing your dreams? As Saturn
moves back into your sector of opportunity,
you may begin to see how you’ve held yourself
back and what you can do about this. The July
4th Eclipse could ring in an opportunity to let go
of the old ways of thinking and embrace bolder
perspectives.
From week three, the Sun’s move into your home
zone for a four week stay, could be a chance to
pamper yourself and reflect on what actions
might improve your life.

Gemini 22 May - 21 June
Hanging onto something that really needs to go
Gemini? The Eclipse in week one could
help you release it once and for all, and you’ll
feel liberated as a result.
As quick-thinking Mercury turns direct from July
12th, delays to financial matters can show a
turnaround, with the New Moon on the 20th
paving the way for a fresh start and an upgraded
budget plan. From July 22nd, it’s time to promote
your ideas and talents, as doing so might be very
rewarding.

Cancer 22 June - 23 July
Relationships look to be a priority. This month,
the question of how much you should co-operate
versus how much you should focus on your
needs, can be key. The Lunar Eclipse on July 4th
intensifies this issue, and which is best
considered from all angles.
The New Moon in your sign on the 20th, is
perfect for initiating sparkling new plans.
A delightful Jupiter/Neptune tie on July 27th can
see you pairing up with another to accomplish
something deeply important.

Leo 24 July - 23 August
Ready to seek closure on issues that now need
to be resolved. The lunar eclipse on July 4th
could act as a catalyst if you are dissatisfied with
your present lifestyle and need a change.
Indeed, the New Moon on the 20th can be a call
to take up a practice such as yoga, mindfulness
or meditation, that could help you tune into
the deeper currents of life.
Ready for the good times Leo? The Sun in your
sign from week three, enhances your charismatic
and playful qualities.

Virgo 24 August - 23 September
Working hard to make a dream come true? This
month can see you making some adjustments
so that it has a chance of becoming a reality.
The Eclipse in week one, could inspire you to
streamline your plans so they are ready to go.
With Mercury pushing forward from the 12th and
a New Moon on the 20th in your sector of
dreams and wishes, you can begin to make
positive strides. From July 22nd, a
quieter more reflective phase might bring
powerful insights.

Libra 24 September - 23 October
Ready to clear the air regarding a family or
domestic matter? The Eclipse on the 4th
might bring this issue to a head, encouraging
action. If it involves your work/life balance, then
finding a better arrangement can leave you and
others much happier.
The New Moon on the 20th might be an excellent
opportunity to initiate a goal, career or business
move, although with Mercury in reverse, it’s best
to take things slowly. Your social life might pick
up from the 22nd as the Sun enters Leo,
encouraging you to connect with friends and
family and enjoy making new relationships.

Scorpio 24 October - 22 November
Seeking a balance between your current
commitments and new opportunities? Some
reshuffling may be needed Scorpio, and the
Eclipse on the 4th can help you with this.
Energy levels could trend upwards, with Mars in
Aries encouraging you to be more active.
The New Moon on the 20th looks to be a good
time to accept an offer that might lead to further
opportunities. Ready for the spotlight? From
the 22nd, the Sun in Leo makes this a good time
to promote yourself.

Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December
Finances and resources could be a top priority,
particularly with a Lunar Eclipse on the
4th in your money zone. It can reveal areas that
need urgent attention, and might encourage you
to get organised and create a budget that offers
greater stability and security.
Fiery Mars in your leisure zone, may inspire you
to get out more and enjoy a few adventures. As
the sun moves into Leo, you can be ready
to travel further afield Archer, and make some
bold discoveries.

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January
As sobering Saturn moves back into your sign
from July 1st until mid-December, you may want
to restructure your plans. The Lunar Eclipse on
the 4th suggests you might jettison ideas that
were once close to your heart, enabling you to
take on board ideas that could lead to lively
opportunities.
The New Moon on the 20th hints at a gear
change in a personal bond that could bring you
both closer or see you moving further apart. A
new phase can be underway Capricorn.

Aquarius 21 January - 19 February
Ready to change your lifestyle? The Eclipse on
the 4th can find you letting go of activities that
aren’t accomplishing much. At the same time,
you may gain a deeper understanding of your
mission and purpose in life.
Mercury’s forward motion from the 12th can lead
you to rediscovering something of importance
that you might be keen to initiate around the time
of the New Moon on the 20th. Relationships
could sparkle with promise from the 22nd.

Pisces 20 February - 20 March
This month focuses on gaining more enjoyment
from life, whether in terms of hobbies or
romance, or an expanded social life. The eclipse
on the 4th can make you aware of what you have
been missing and encourage you to reshape
leisure activities so that they are more satisfying.
Keen to go further with a budding
romance? The New Moon on the 20th may be
the best time Pisces. From the 22nd,
vitality can increase bringing a greater desire to
exercise, Pisces.
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I use Skype for readings and this way I can
share my screen with you and show you how
the planets are impacting on your situation. All
consultations are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading.
For best results for recording a Skype
Consultation please use Desktop or a Tablet, if
possible.
*If you choose a 60 Minute reading, I will also
prepare you a FREE 12 Month Personal
Horoscope Report which will be emailed after
the reading.

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
ONLINE REACH
YouTube Subscription - 74.5*
YouTube Views - 23 million
Instagram Followers 11k*

LATEST TESTIMONIALS
25th June 2020, DV – San Diego , USA – “I am so happy I had my chart read by Patrick.
His insights and expertise helped me to gain better understanding of my path and
important life decisions. He is very thorough and has a unique style that is different
and better then your standard astrology reading. His grasp of the science and how he
conveys what it means to you personally, is impressive. Thank you Patrick, it was such
a pleasure and I will certainly be a repeat customer.”
20th June 2020, DS – California, USA – “I gave Patrick 5 stars but wish there were more
to click. The one to one session that I had with Patrick was beyond expectation and
filled with spirit, love, deep understanding, caring, wide and deep knowledge,
expertise, applicable and supportive information. My heart and mind are full of good
feeling thanks to the wonder of Patrick’s reading. Patrick deeply listens to what one
has to say and shares information that is applicable and supportive. I highly
recommend a session with Patrick to support one’s journey through life, dealing with
challenges, understanding the happenings in one’s life. Patrick thoroughly and truly
GETS IT! Thank you so much, Patrick.”
19th June 2020, CT – Wirral, UK – “This was by far the best astrology consultation I
have had. Realistic and very useful. Patrick takes the time to work “with” you and your
chart, rather than “at” you. He clearly has a genuine interest in people as individuals,
and combined with his very extensive knowledge of astrology this makes for a very
successful consultation process.

Please click here to discover more...

MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS JULY 2020

WITH PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

MONTHLY TAROT VIDEOS JULY 2020

WITH ALYSSA ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Tarot Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
LATEST TESTIMONIALS
15th June 2020, ML – Hong Kong – “Alyssa, you’re amazing! Your reading has guided
me as if you know about the details of my career situation which I haven’t really told
you! You have brought me a peace of mind and understand the best course of action
for myself…or indeed, the need of no action! Thank you”
16th April 2020, P – Gozo – “Had an amazing session with Alyssa yesterday she’s lovely

I really find her inspiring and uplifting. Alyssa was great she displays a lovely sensitivity
and really listens."
23rd April 2020, HT – New Zealand – “Thank you so much for the absolutely delightful
reading!! So much information to consider that is relevant to me and my
attitude/feelings etc to a new relationship. Thank you again and I look forward to
having you read for me again soon.”
17th April 2020, D – New Zealand – “I recently had the pleasure of connecting with
Alyssa, after many months of viewing her Social Media presence via Instagram. Alyssa
is warm, genuine and displays a profound balance of attributes that are congruent
with one you would expect to find in this field.
Alyssa is incredibly knowledgeable and infused with an ‘’Old Soul’’ essence of wisdom
and aptitudes that I find evolutionary. Alyssa provides a very professional and
confidential service that incorporates both business and personal etiquette. My
confidence in her ability to deliver a flow of information and knowledge throughout
the entire session was greatly rewarded!”
16th April 2020, R – Surrey, England – “Alyssa, thank you for my readings over the
years. You are my ‘go to’ person and are always on point. I like the way you deliver
information in an uplifting yet accurate way. I always know I am safe in your hands.
Thank you for everything.”

july 2020 MONTHLY
TAROT CARD READING
The night sky is lit up with a
star so brightly that a bird
sings whilst a woman pours
water into a river. If you’ve
ever seen illustrations for
the star sign of Aquarius,
the image on this card will
look familiar. This is not
entirely surprising, as The
Star is indeed ruled by that
constellation.
This card is said to be one
of the most fortunate in the
tarot pack. This is the ideal
time to think about selfexpression. Have we ever
wanted to draw, sing,
dance, write or maybe we
just want to restyle our
home?

Whatever our creative ambition, The Star urges us to
give it a go, we could well be delighted with the results.
When it comes to business or education, The Star tells
us to believe in ourselves and not to be shy when it
comes to pushing ourselves forward. Holding our nerve
now could open up some sparkling opportunities.
We may also find we feel sublimely serene at this time,
and thus able to cope with anything that comes our way.
Equally, we could find ourselves making a few new and
important discoveries.
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My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants
All consultations
are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading. I offer the following – LIVE
Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
1-to-1 Readings by Skype (recorded & shared at
100% Money Back Guarantee!
conclusion), Recorded
Video Readings
Pay by Credit/Debit
Card... and
Written Readings.

Readings:
60 Min £70 30 Min £40 20 Min £30

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

August MONTHLY TAROT CARD READING

Sometimes the most obvious answer is
the right one, and yes, when the Strength
card appears, it can simply be that our
physical condition is improving, which is
why it is so welcome to those who have
suffered poor health.
Of course, if tarot cards were that
straight forward everyone would be a
tarot reader, so we need to think about
strength in a more profound way.

